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Abstract
Health communication consists of interpersonal or mass communication activities focused on improving the health
of individuals and populations. Skills in understanding and applying information about health issues are critical to
this process and may have a substantial impact on health behaviors and health outcomes. These skills have
recently been conceptualized in terms of health literacy (HL). This article introduces current concepts and measurements of HL, and discusses the role of HL in health communication, as well as future research directions in this
domain. Studies of HL have increased dramatically during the past few years, but a gap between the conceptual
definition of HL and its application remains. None of the existing instruments appears to completely measure the
concept of HL. In particular, studies on communication/interaction and HL remain limited. Furthermore, HL should
be considered not only in terms of the characteristics of individuals, but also in terms of the interactional processes
between individuals and their health and social environments. Improved HL may enhance the ability and motivation of individuals to find solutions to both personal and public health problems, and these skills could be used to
address various health problems throughout life. The process underpinning HL involves empowerment, one of the
major goals of health communication.
Introduction
Health communication, i.e., interpersonal or mass communication activities focused on improving the health of
individuals and populations [1], has emerged as one of
the most important public health issues in this century.
The Healthy People 2010 project in the US suggests
that health communication can contribute to all aspects
of disease prevention and health promotion and that it
is relevant to a number of domains including (1) health
professional-patient relations, (2) individuals’ exposure
to, search for, and use of health information, (3) individuals’ adherence to clinical recommendations and regimens, (4) construction of public health messages and
campaigns, (5) dissemination of individual and population health risk information, that is, risk communication,
(6) images of health in the mass media and the culture
at large, (7) education of consumers about how to gain
access to the public health and health care systems, and
(8) development of telehealth applications.
People in modern society are expected to actively engage
in the management of their health and to make a wide
range of health decisions. Sound health decisions require
comprehensible health information that is accessible and
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appropriate to the needs and cultural and social backgrounds of individuals [2]. Although health care professionals have historically been the primary sources of
health and medical information, the increase in media
reports and the rapid expansion of the Internet have rendered other sources more available to the general public
[3-6]. Thus, skills in understanding and applying information about health issues may have a substantial impact on
health behaviors and health outcomes. These skills have
recently been conceptualized as health literacy (HL).
One of the objectives related to health communication
in the US Healthy People 2010 project involves improving
the HL of persons with inadequate or marginal literacy
skills. Indeed, significant concern that people with limited
HL may not be able to adequately understand health information, even in the presence of access to such information
and related services, has emerged. In some cases, more
information may actually cause feelings of confusion and
powerlessness instead of facilitating sound health decisions. Even when health information is not intentionally
sought, it may be provided by the media or by anyone
with whom individuals communicate. The need for
improved HL has become apparent as the number of
health information sources that are easily accessed by the
general public has increased in the absence of established
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assurances of the quality of the information provided by
such sources.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce currently
used concepts and measures of HL and to present an
example of a study of HL in Japan. We then discuss the
role of HL in health communication and outline a
future research agenda for this domain.
The concept of health literacy

In general, literacy is the ability to read, write, and speak
a language in the service of understanding and solving
problems with sufficient proficiency to function at work
and in society, achieve goals, and develop knowledge and
individual potential (US Congress, National Literacy Act
of 1991, Public Law 102-73, 1991). The notion of HL is
based on this concept of literacy and generally refers to
literacy in the context of health and healthcare. Given
that basic literacy skills are required for health literacy, it
is reasonable to assume that individuals with limited literacy also have limited HL. Indeed, previous studies have
reported significant associations between measures of literacy and measures of functional HL, such as the Rapid
Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine (REALM) [7]and
the Test of Functional Health Literacy in Adults
(TOFHLA) [8]. On the other hand, it has been noted that
even individuals with adequate general literacy might not
have adequate HL because the literacy demands in the
context of healthcare are frequently more complex than
those in the context of everyday life [9].
Several definitions of HL are currently used; these share
the basic concept of literacy, but vary in scope. The US
Healthy People 2010 project refers to HL as “the degree to
which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process, and
understand basic health information and services needed
to make appropriate health decisions” [10]. Compared
with earlier definitions of HL that focus on patients in
healthcare settings and their understanding of medical
information, this definition includes individuals outside of
clinical settings and also links health literacy to the promotion of health and preventive behaviors.
Another well-recognized definition, proposed by the
World Health Organization (WHO), defines HL more
broadly as “the cognitive and social skills which determine
the motivation and ability of individuals to gain access to,
understand, and use information in ways which promote
and maintain good health” [1]. This version also suggests
that HL entails a level of knowledge, personal skills, and
confidence that enables making changes in personal lifestyles and living conditions to improve personal and community health. Thus, this definition includes issues critical
to the empowerment of patients. It also focuses not only
on the cognitive elements of comprehending, analyzing,
and applying health information to decisions about health,
but also on the social skills involved in those interactions
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with other people and society (e.g., communication, negotiation, and organization) that are necessary for transforming decisions into practice. This conceptualization also
refers to motivation in addition to ability. Based on this
conceptualization, Nutbeam [11] proposed a model of HL
that includes three levels and assumes the existence of
benefits to both the individual and the population at each
level: (1) basic/functional literacy, including skills for reading and writing that enable effective functioning in everyday situations, which is broadly compatible with the
narrow definition of HL; (2) communicative/interactive
literacy, including more advanced skills that enable active
participation in everyday activities, extracting and understanding information from different sources, and applying
new information to changing circumstances; and (3) critical literacy, including more advanced skills for critically
analyzing information and using this information to exert
greater control over life events and situations.
As the field of HL has expanded in scope and depth, the
term HL itself has come to have different meanings.
Nutbeam [12] distinguished two different approaches to
HL: HL as clinical “risk” and HL as personal “asset.”
According to the former, HL is considered to be a set of
individual literacy skills that act as a mediating factor in
health and clinical decision making. The definition of HL
according to the US Healthy People 2010 project is linked
to this conceptualization. In contrast, the conceptualization of HL as a personal asset has evolved from public
health and health promotion perspectives. In this context,
HL is a means for enabling individuals to exert greater
control over their health as well as over the range of personal, social, and environmental determinants of health;
this corresponds to the definition issued by WHO. A similar distinction has been proposed by Peerson and Saunders
[13]: “medical literacy,” which is related to individuals as
patients within health care settings, versus “health
literacy,” which is related to everyday life.
Measurement of health literacy

In general, literacy includes a variety of skills beyond reading and writing, such as numeracy, listening, and speaking,
and relies on cultural and conceptual knowledge [9].
Nonetheless, most existing measures of HL have focused
primarily on reading comprehension and numeracy. Typically, the REALM, the TOFHLA, and their short versions
have been used in the US in clinical situations as screening
tools to identify patients with limited HL.
A recent review identified 19 instruments for measuring HL that were published between 1990 and 2008 and
examined their content and psychometric properties
[14]. These included instruments that directly test
an individual’s abilities (e.g., the REALM, the TOFHLA,
the Newest Vital Sign [15]), self-reports of abilities (e.g.,
Functional, Communicative, and Critical Health Literacy
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Scales [16], the Set of Brief Screening Questions [17]),
and population-based proxy measures (e.g., the National
Assessment of Adult Literacy [18], and the Health
Activities Literacy Scale [19]). They concluded that the
composition of the underlying constructs and the nature
of the content varied widely across HL instruments, rendering it difficult to interpret and compare studies.
It has also been noted that none of the existing
instruments appears to completely measure the concept of HL as defined in the previous section. In particular, measurements of communicative/interactive and
critical HL have lagged far behind instruments addressing functional HL [20]. Much work remains in the
effort to develop more comprehensive measures that
will assess individual HL with respect to an individual’s
ability to access, understand, and use health information in ways that promote and maintain good health
[12]. Although a few recent studies have developed
self-report measures of communicative and critical HL
and examined their impact on health behaviors and
outcomes [16,21], the development of an objective
and direct measure for communicative and critical HL
may pose a greater challenge than the development of
such a measure for functional HL, such as the REALM
and the TOFHLA. Skills relevant to clinical encounters
may be assessed with a coding system applied to
recorded communication between patient and healthcare providers, such as the Roter Interaction Analysis
Systems [22], whereas skills relevant to other settings,
such as those in which information obtained from the
mass media or Internet is sought or used, may be
more difficult to assess. Assessment difficulties also
derive from the fact that the skills necessary will vary
depending on the demands placed on the patient by
the environment, including healthcare providers,
healthcare systems, and the media. Thus, an HL level
that is “adequate” in one situation may be inadequate
in another situation, and this context dependence is
especially true for communicative and critical HL.
In this sense, it is likely that different measurement
tools will be required for measuring HL in different contexts [23]. Although previous instruments have
approached HL as a quality characterizing the individual, HL is now seen as also based on interactions
between an individual’s skills and the demands of the
society in which the individual lives, including healthcare providers, the healthcare system, the media, and
the community [9,24]. Thus, an individual’s HL should
be defined and assessed in relation to the ability of the
society to communicate health information in a manner
appropriate to the audience (i.e., the HL of the population). However, further difficulties may arise in the
development of an objective measurement of this type
of HL [24].
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A health literacy study in Japan

In our previous study, we developed self-rating scales
measuring the functional, communicative, and critical
HL of patients with chronic diseases [16]. Item content
and mean scores from this study are shown in Table 1.
Functional HL was assessed with five items that examined the extent to which patients experienced difficulties
in reading the instructions or leaflets provided by hospitals and pharmacies (Cronbach’s a = 0.84). Communicative HL was evaluated with five items that assessed the
extent to which patients extracted and communicated
diabetes-related information since they were diagnosed
with this disease (a = 0.77). Critical HL was assessed
with four items that focused on the extent to which
patients had critically analyzed diabetes-related information and used it to make decisions (a = 0.65). Higher
scores on this HL scale were generally associated with
better knowledge of diabetes, a greater number of information sources, and higher self-efficacy with respect to
diabetes self-care. Furthermore, patient HL, especially
communicative HL, was related to the process of communicating with physicians during medical visits [25].
Moving beyond previous measures focusing solely on
functional HL, this HL scale included three levels of HL,
each of which may reflect different effects on health
behaviors and outcomes. This measure also proved to
be easy to administer in a clinical setting.
Based on this study among diabetes patients, a short
version of the communicative and critical HL scale for
general populations was validated in our study of office
workers [21]. Item content and mean scores are shown
in Table 2. In our analyses, higher HL was associated
with healthy lifestyles and more effective coping with
job stress as well as with fewer somatic symptoms.
One of the limitations of these studies was that we
were unable to examine the relationship between our
new HL scales and the existing standard measures of
functional HL, such as the TOFHLA or REALM, because
they were not available in Japanese at the time of our
study. We noted that this issue should be explored in a
future study with an English-speaking population to
further revise and validate our HL scales in the service of
enhancing their utility. After publication of these articles,
several researchers in the US, Australia, the Netherlands,
and Germany contacted us for validation of the HL scales
in their countries.

Conclusions
Although studies of HL have increased dramatically during
the past few years, a gap between the conceptual definition
of HL and its application remains. More specifically, studies on communicative/interactive and critical HL are particularly limited. Furthermore, HL should be considered
not only as a characteristic of an individual, but also as a
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Table 1 Item content and means of the Functional, Communicative and Critical HL scales
Functional health literacy

Mean

SD

3.39

0.75

In reading instructions or leaflets from hospitals/pharmacies, you....
found that the print was too small to read

3.19

1.12

found characters and words that you did not know

3.41

0.88

found that the content was too difficult

3.43

0.84

needed a long time to read and understand them

3.27

1.04

needed someone to help you read them

3.65

0.86

2.56

0.70

collected information from various sources

2.43

1.04

extracted the information you wanted

2.18

1.00

understood the obtained information

2.89

0.88

communicated your thoughts about your illness to someone

2.70

0.91

applied the obtained information to your daily life

2.60

0.99

1.96

0.63

Communicative health literacy
Since being diagnosed with diabetes, you have....

Critical health literacy
Since being diagnosed with diabetes, you have....
considered whether the information was applicable to your situation

2.71

0.98

considered the credibility of the information

1.87

0.92

checked whether the information was valid and reliable

1.76

0.96

collected information to make health-related decisions

1.51

0.77

Note: The theoretical range: 1-4.

feature of interactions involving an individual’s HL and
his/her health and social environments.
In contrast to the high-risk approach adopted in traditional health education, which seeks to protect susceptible individuals [26] through such actions as screening
those at high risk during health checkups to provide
health counseling, the concept of HL may facilitate the
development of a population-based approach. Such an
approach would seek to control the causes of health
problems, including eliminating the barriers that prevent
individuals with limited HL from participating in the
healthcare process and improving the HL of the population as a whole. Previous HL intervention programs have
frequently attempted to decrease specific barriers affecting those with limited HL, including teaching healthcare
providers to better communicate with patients with limited HL or developing simple and attractive health education materials pitched at those with lower reading levels
Table 2 Item content and means of the Communicative
and Critical HL scales
Mean

SD

1) Seeking information from various sources

4.13

0.80

2) Extracting relevant information

3.92

0.82

3) Understanding and communicating the information

3.56

0.85

4) Considering the credibility of the information

3.52

0.89

5) Making decisions based on the information

3.42

0.95

Total scale score (Mean, SD)

3.72

0.68

Note: The theoretical range: 1-5.

[27-29]. Future interventions should be expanded to
include methods for improving popular HL through
school-based health education directed at children and
adolescents as well as through more general efforts directed at adults. Improved HL could enhance the ability and
motivation of individuals to solve personal and public
health problems by enabling them to apply skills in
response to various health problems arising throughout
life. This process of empowerment constitutes one of the
major goals of health communication.
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